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Welcome to STONEFLY®. Affordable fly tying tools and
accessories for every shop, every bench and every
streamside in the USA.
For over 6 decades the best fly rods in the world have been built with quality Hopkins & Holloway® components. Now, the same British-born attention to excellence has provided the cornerstone of a new selection of Hopkins & Holloway® fly tying tools. Stonefly® tools are steeped in
tradition and spawned from a heritage of craftsmanship with one important distinction. Stonefly®
is a working man’s tool. No brass bodies and knurled chrome. No engraving. No limited editions.
Stonefly® is a no-frills, functional line, packed with over a half century of manufacturing expertise
from Hopkins & Holloway®. The perfect “everyday” selection for dealers and flyfishermen alike.
Welcome to Stonefly®.

Stonefly® products are available nationwide to wholesalers, resellers and dealers exclusively from
Anglers Resource, Foley Alabama. Please contact us for pricing and programs at 1-251-943-4491.
Fishermen are welcome to visit www.anglersresource.net for a current list of retailers.
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Unique “Cushion Spot”
design provides excellent
working grip at the bench
or on the stream. Available
only from Stonefly®

Bench Tying Tools
Stonefly® Tools are built to H&H standards of quality yet feature a rugged, injection molded
polymer handle system that provides lightweight feel and excellent ergonomics while maintaining
an affordable design. Distinctive Pearl Blue styling is carried through the entire line, allowing
users to build a complete “set” of tools all at once or over time. Stonefly’s lightweight design
makes these tools an excellent choice for travel kits or streamside tying and the tapered handle design and soft rubber “cushion spot” lie perfectly in the hand even in wet, cold conditions.

SF1 Dubbing Needle: Long-lasting
Stainless Steel with more uses than you can
count.

SF13 Dubbing Teaser: Scalloped tip
for pulling dubbing into lifelike bodies.

Ceramic ring nose for
excellent control
Ceramic feed for
smooth operation

SF2 Thread Bobbin Perfect
tube length for most work, smooth feed
from ceramic ring tube and plastic tensioners. Accepts interchangeable
Bobbin Spacers (SF16)

SF26 Long Tubed Thread
Bobbin Extended tube good for
longer hook shafts, smooth feed from
ceramic ring tube and plastic tensioners.
Accepts interchangeable Bobbin Spacers
(SF16)

SF8
Fly Tying
Scissors:
Super sharp, Micro-Serrated edge for excellent material grip on hair and other fiber.
Molded grip with soft finger-guard inserts
and large rings.

SF7 Dubbing Spinner: Gripped
“thimble” design with spring steel arms for
spinning dubbing material

SF4 Bobbin Threader: Fine wire,
spring steel loop with “wavey” finish to grab
and hold thread for fast bobbin threading.

SF16 Bobbin
Spacers: Adapts Thread
Bobbins to accept various
spool sizes.
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SF15 Hair Staker:
Five star convenience with
a unique hair staker that
loads, straightens and
then DELIVERS hair with a unique
swing-out base. One-of-a-kind!

SF3 Rotary Whip Finisher: Free
spinning, fast finish for heads and bodies
with Cushion Spot handle and complete
instructions.

SF29 Hair Trimmer: Another Stonefly® exclusive. Unique
curved razor blade holder allows
shaping of hair bodies with a simple
push. Includes razor, accepts any
double-edged razor replacement.
SF18 Hackle Guard: Dish-shaped
hackle protection for a variety of hook sizes
while whip finishing heads. Easy to use with
Cushion Spot handle and complete
instructions.

SF5 Fur Rake: “V”-shaped grooves work
to lock and pull away underfur of deer hair
and other furs. Two sided with Cushion-Spot
grip

SF6N Ring Hackle Pliers: Solid
attachment and strong grip with ample
finger hole for quick hackle spinning.

SF10 Fly Tying
Kit
Attractive and practical
storage case holds 8
tools in die cut foam.
Includes Dubbing Needle, Thread Bobbin,
Whip Finisher, Threader,
Fur Rake, Hackle Pliers,
Dubbing Spinner and
Scissors. Great travel
item!

NEW

SF79 Dubbing Brush Machine
Fast and convenient dubbing brushes from a machine designed to
spin finished brushes from 15 to 18 inches long using small diameter wire. Stockpile any material (or combination) you need for
Nymph bodies, leaches and dry flies in minutes!
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Stonefly® Bench Accessories
Whether you target Cutthroat in Canada or Permit in the Keys, Stonefly® provides the tools to be
prepared for your next journey. Our bench accessories are sleek, easy to use and built for years of
service. Choose from a complete assortment.
(A) SF49 Clamp Magnifying Lens/Light:
Stonefly® Magnifier provides 1.75x magnification for clear detail with 8 shadowless, 360-degree LED lights adjusted
directly to the focal length of your work area. The included Power Pack plugs unobtrusively into the
bottom of the infinitely adjustable gooseneck arm. Great for Custom Rod Builders, too.
SF49V for 3/8-inch vise assembly
SF62N for Lens Assembly only with no light

(B) SF66 LED Light
40,000 MCD directional spot points light where you need it.
3/8-inch diameter vice fitting and table clamp included with 12 inch gooseneck
adjustment and power pack. 12-volt, 1.7 watt bulbs generate minimal heat and
last up to 50,000 hours!

(C) SF69 Flexi Back Board
(A)
(B)

Flexi Board provides contrast for any color scheme or lighting condition at the bench. White on one side for detail, green on the
other with infinitely adjustable goose neck for excellent
control.

(D) SF48 Wooden Tool Caddy
A great addition to any fly tying bench, the ideal
place to store and keep all tools at hand. Includes rubber base and magnetic drying
strip.

(E) SF46 Rotary Fly Dryer
(E)

(F)

Neat battery operated Fly Dryer
ideal for all flies, closed-foam front
plate allows drying at any angle.
Comes complete with a small rod
chuck and stand, to turn a rod
during building or repair. Batteries not included.

(F) SF67 Fly Dry
Plate & Magnetic
Clips
Metal Plate attaches to the
Rotary Fly Dryer and
accepts spring loaded
magnetic clips for drying
very small dry flies. For use
with SF46, includes plate and
clips.

(D)

(C)
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Stonefly® Tools Outdoors
Stonefly® goes beyond the bench to provide a unique selection of outdoor fly fishing products
designed to make fishing your creations more convenient and enjoyable when you arrive at your
chosen waters. In fact, we even have a couple of very unique products for your flies as well!

SF17 Thorax Body Leads:
Simple lead which can be squeezed over the
shank of hook, it adds weight and provides
the correct shape to dress the fly. Available
in 4 sizes 20pcs/pack.

SF60 Fly Wobblers:
Tiny diving/wobbling lips for your flies! Wrap in as
you whip finish the head of your fly for an amazing
action on retreive. Available in five sizes. Semirigid plastic bends into wrap but remains rigid
once tied in. Instructions included.

SF79 Rod Caddy:
Stonefly’s unique new Rod Caddy keeps valuable rods safe and ready on
the bank for quick switches as conditions dictate. Holds two rods and features a retractable spike for easy packing. Adjustable holders work with a
wide range of rod grips.

SF21 Magnetic Car Rod Holder:
Protect valuable rods between the car and the boat with this
handy magnetic rod holder that sticks firmly to your cars body and
allows a safe place to stand rods as you prepare for your trip.
Lined back won’t scratch paint. Great for all kinds of fishing when
rods come out of the car or truck.
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Stonefly® Limpit™
Stonefly® Limpit™ is a collection of products that are both convenient and practical thanks to the
ingenious use of super-strong magnets that not only keep a variety of items in place but make
them instantly accessible at the same time. They detach as needed and then, more importantly, reattach just as quickly. They have the added benefit of staying exactly where you want them, yet
can be easily moved from one garment to another with no damage.

SF70 Limpit “D”-Ring: More uses than you can
count. Add a versatile ring anywhere you want it. Vests,
waders, shirt and more. Strong magnets stay put.

SF63 Magnetic Net Release: Attach
the clip to your vest and the receiver to your net
(with provided nylon ties) and enjoy the fastest,
easiest access imaginable. Easy to reattach, even
on your back! Includes 1 meter safety cord.

SF72 Limpit Fly Patch:
Magnetic security for valuable flies! Patch
positions anywhere for instant access.
Combine with a “D”-Ring holding clippers and
changing flies reaches a whole new level of
“easy”.
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SF71 Limpit Bottle Holder:
Carry bottles facing up or down with the Limpit Bottle Holder.
Carried down, Gink and other dressings can be used without
removing from the holder. Spare rubber ‘O’ ring supplied

SF73 Limpit Tube Zinger:
Convenience AND security for line clippers, unhooking
pliers etc. Strong hinge clip works with any clippers.
Spring retractor extends to 300mm (12 inches)

SF74 Double Zinger with Forceps:

SF75 Limpit Dry Shake/Mud Holder:
Fingertip convenience. Flexible rubber grip holds dry powder
bottles, mud containers etc. Grips from 28mm to 38mm.

Two hinged clips on retractable spring Includes 5”
straight stainless steel Forceps. ‘Hot Spot’ gives easy
location and storage of Forceps. Spring will extend to
over 450mm (18 inches)

Anglers Resource, LLC
400 East Section Ave.
Foley, AL 36535
www.anglersresource.net • 1.251.943.4491

